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Abstract: Over the last few years, autonomous vehicles (AVs) have witnessed tremendous worldwide
interest. Although AVs have been extensively studied in the literature regarding their benefits, impli-
cations, and public acceptance, research on the physical infrastructure requirements for autonomous
vehicles is still in the infancy stage. For the road infrastructure, AVs can be very promising; however,
AVs might introduce new risks and challenges. This paper investigates the impact of AVs on the
physical infrastructure with the objective of revealing the infrastructure changes and challenges in
the era of AVs. In AVs, the human factor, which is the major factor that influences the geometric
design, will not be a concern anymore so the geometric design requirements can be relaxed. On the
other hand, the decrease in the wheel wander, because of the lane-keeping system, and the increase
in the lane capacity, because of the elimination of the human factor, will bring an accelerated rutting
potential and will quickly deteriorate the pavement condition. Additionally, the existing structural
design methods for bridges are not safe to support autonomous truck platoons. For parking lots,
AVs have the potential to significantly increase the capacity of parking lots using the blocking strategy.
However, the implementation of this parking strategy faces multiple issues such as the inconsistent
marking system. Finally, AVs will need new infrastructure facilities such as safe harbor areas.

Keywords: autonomous vehicles; geometric design; pavement design; bridges; infrastructure
requirements

1. Introduction

Over the last few years, autonomous vehicles (AVs) have gained significant attention
from both research and industry because of the rapid innovations in artificial intelligence
technology in addition to the capabilities of the new sensing technology [1–3]. In general,
there are five levels of automation functionality, according to the National Highway and
Transportation Safety Administration. Level 0: no automation. Level 1: automation of one
control function such as lane keep assist or autonomous control, level 2: automation of two
control functions, level 3: limited self-driving but expect the driver to take control at any
time with adequate warning, level 4: drivers are not expected to take control at any time
of the trip, level 5: full self-driving with no human control [4]. Given the rapid growth in
vehicle automation technology, there is a pressing need to uncover the impact of AVs on
the physical infrastructure.

From the road infrastructure perspective, AVs can be very promising as it is frequently
mentioned in multiple studies that AVs have the potential to increase traffic safety, reduce
vehicle ownership, allow passengers to be engaged in other activities (which means that
the trip time will not be considered as an economic loss), reduce the parking demand which
in turn reduces congestion of vehicles searching for a parking space, reduce emissions and
energy due to the platooning effect, the smooth start and stops, and the reduction in the
number of engines starts due to the reduction in required fleet size, increase coverage and
accessibility for aged, disabled individuals, and people with limited transportation [5–33].
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However, AVs might introduce new risks and challenges for the current infrastructure.
For instance, the change in the vehicle behavior or the driving behavior is expected to
introduce new risks and deteriorate the performance of the existing network. Thus, this
impact might have a significant impact on the economic and environmental costs.

As mentioned above, AVs have gained significant attention from researchers in terms
of their implications, benefits, technological requirements, and public acceptance [5–34].
However, how AVs will be deployed in the future mainly depends on the level of invest-
ment from the public and private sectors in the infrastructure. Research on the physical
infrastructure requirements for autonomous vehicles is still in the infancy stage that even
the highways and roads planning and guidance documents followed by most transporta-
tion authorities, such as DMRB in the UK, do not take into account AVs at all [35]. Although
it is expected that AVs will change both the digital and physical infrastructure, little at-
tention has been paid to the physical infrastructure requirements and the main focus of
the existing studies in the literature is on the digital infrastructure [36]. Thus, the main
objective of this paper is to assess the physical infrastructure requirements to support
the deployment of AVs. This paper focus on analyzing the impacts of AVs on multiple
branches of the physical infrastructure as follows:

1. The impact of AVs on the geometric design: in this study, the AASHTO design
guidelines will be reviewed and updated to analyze the impact of deploying AVs
on the stopping sight distance, passing sight distance, horizontal curve, and vertical
curve design.

2. The impact of AVs on the design of the parking lots.
3. The impact of AVs on the pavement design.
4. The impact of AVs on the structural design of bridges.
5. Infrastructure requirements and new risks or challenges that will be introduced with

the deployment of AVs: such as the required safe harbor areas, the need for a traffic
management technique, and the required signing and marking.

2. Geometric Design

This section focuses on investigating the possible change in the geometric design
elements when a fully AVs fleet navigates on the roads. In general, driving behavior is the
major factor that influences the design elements [37]. For example, the driver’s reaction
time, eye height, and other human-related behaviors are the major factors that influence
the design of highway geometric elements. The study by McDonald highlighted that the
geomatic design elements will change once the entire fleet consists of AVs without detailed
analysis [38]. Thus, this section focuses on the changes in the geometric elements that
will be affected by switching from traditional driving to autonomous driving such as the
stopping sight distance, the decision sight distance, and the length of the vertical curve.
Additionally, in this section, the current AASHTO standard will be revised and updated in
order to be compatible with autonomous driving.

2.1. Stopping Sight Distance (SSD) Model

The stopping sight distance (SSD) consists of two main distances: the perception and
reaction distance and the braking distance [39]. The perception and reaction distance mainly
depends on the driver’s attention and response. On the other hand, the braking distance
depends on the mechanical characteristics of the vehicle. In this study, the mechanical
performance of the human-driven and autonomous vehicles will be assumed to be identical.
Additionally, the surrounding conditions such as weather conditions, grade, and road
surface condition will be assumed to be identical. As a result, the braking distance remains
the same in the two cases. In a mathematical formula, the SSD can be expressed using
Equation (1).

SSD = 0.278 ∗V ∗ t +
V2

254
[( a

9.81
)
± G

] (1)
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where:

• SSD = Stopping Sight Distance (m)
• V = Design Speed (km/h)
• t = Perception and reaction time (s) (Typically 2.5 s)
• a = Deceleration Rate (m/s2) (Typically 3.4 m/s2)
• G = Grade of the Road

Previous studies that focus on the reaction of AVs show that AVs can react quickly,
in 0.2 s, after the detection of an obstacle [40] then the vehicle starts braking. In this study,
a reaction time of 0.5 s, which is a conservative value, will be used. The difference between
the SSD of AVs and human-driven vehicles is shown in Figure 1. The resulting SSDs for the
human-driven vehicles and AVs, resulting from the previous equation in the case of level
roads, are shown in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the SSD for different upward grades for both
human-driven vehicles and AVs, while Figure 3 shows the SSD values for downgrades.
The figures illustrate that AVs can significantly reduce the SSD due to their quick reaction.
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2.2. Decision Sight Distance (DSD)

In general, the decision sight distance (DSD) is used to offer the drivers the safe
distance that is required to make a complex maneuver or to deal with a complex situation.
In other words, the DSD is used to allow the driver to detect the threat and react safely
to take the correct action [41]. DSD involves multiple maneuvers starting from stopping,
changing lanes, or decreasing the speed of the vehicle. The DSD is classified into five
categories or five movements from A to E. Maneuvers A and B focuses on providing
sufficient stopping distance on rural and urban roads and the DSD in this case is calculated
using Equation (2).

DSD = 0.278 ∗V ∗ t + 0.039∗ V2

a
(2)

where:

• DSD = Decision Sight Distance (m)
• V = Design Speed (km/h)
• t = Pre-maneuver time (s)
• a = Driver Deceleration Rate (m/s2)

The design guidelines state that avoidance maneuver A, stop on a rural road, needs
a pre-maneuver time of 3 s, while avoidance maneuver B, stop on a rural road, needs
a pre-maneuver time of 9.1 s [39]. The previous values are needed to offer the drivers
(human drivers) the required distance to complete the maneuver safely. However, in the
case of AVs, the reaction time is different from the human driver reaction time. Thus, the
required distance should be shorter similar to the case of SSD. In other words, AVs will
not need longer distances to react in complex situations and the reaction time for the DSD
will similar to the reaction time of the SSD = 0.5 s. In this case, for maneuvers A and B,
the DSD will be the same as the SSD in the case of level roads. Table 2 and Figure 4 show
the difference between the DSD for maneuver A and B for human-driven vehicles and AVs.

Additionally, the remaining three DSD maneuvers (C, D, and E) offer speed, path,
or direction change on rural, suburban, and urban roads. However, these three cases are
more complex than the first two cases and need further analysis and will be discussed and
analyzed separately in detail in a future study.

Table 2. Decision sight distance for cases A and B for both human-driven vehicles and AVs.

Design
Speed
(km/h)

Calculated (m) Design (m)

Human-Driven AVs Human-Driven AVs

A B A or B A B A or B

50 70.37 155.16 35.62 70 155 35
60 91.33 193.08 49.63 90 195 50
70 114.58 233.29 65.93 115 235 65
80 140.13 275.79 84.53 140 275 85
90 167.97 320.59 105.42 170 320 105
100 198.10 367.68 128.60 200 370 130
110 230.53 417.07 154.08 230 415 155
120 265.25 468.75 181.85 265 470 180
130 302.27 522.72 211.92 300 525 210
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2.3. Lateral Clearance on Horizontal Curves

In horizontal curves, the line of sight is used for ensuring the availability of a safe
sight distance that allows drivers to stop before hitting a stopping obstacle [42–44]. While
there are multiple types of horizontal curves, this section focuses on circular horizontal
curves that have a curve length that is higher than the SSD to show the impact of AVs
on the required lateral clearance distance or on the sightline. In this case, the horizontal
sightline offset (HSO) can be calculated using the formula shown in Equation (3).

HSO = R
[

1− cos
(

90S
π R

)]
(3)

where:

• R = curve radius (m)
• S = Sight distance (m) and in general this value is used as the SSD in order to let

drivers stop before crashing obstacles.

It must be noted that the curve radius in the previous equation is calculated using the
superelevation rate and speed. Since it is assumed that AVs are similar to human-driven
vehicles except for the driving behavior, it can be stated that the required minimum curve
radius will be the same in both cases: human-driven and autonomous vehicles. Thus, the
required SSD for AVs is much lower than human-driven vehicles, and in turn, the required
safe HSO distance will be lower for AVs. Figure 5 shows the required design controls for
achieving the safe stopping sight distance for different speeds (60, 80, 100, and 120 km/h)
on Horizontal Curves for human driving and AVs. Figure 6 shows the difference in the
required safe values of HSO distances in the two cases: human-driven vehicles in blue and
AVs in red.
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2.4. Length of Vertical Curve
2.4.1. Length of Crest Curve

According to the AASHTO’s standards, the length of the crest curve is calculated
using one of the two formulas shown in Equations (4) and (5).

L =
A ∗ S2

100
(√

2h1 +
√

2h2
)2 S < L (4)

L = 2S −
100

(√
2h1 +

√
2h2

)2

A
S > L (5)

where:

• L = Length of the vertical curve, m
• S = Sight distance, m
• h1 = Height of eye above roadway surface, m (typically = 1.08 m)
• h2 = Height of object above roadway surface, m (typically = 0.6 m)
• A = (in percent) is the algebraic difference in grade.
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The main difference between AVs and human-driven vehicles in the previous models
is the SSD and the eye height (h1). The eye height in the case of the AVs will depend on the
LiDAR sensor instead of the driver’s eye. The study by Garcia et al. [45] concluded that
the location of the LiDAR sensor in the vehicle affects the sight distance. Thus, the sight
distance increase with the increase in the height of the sensor. Thus, the location of the
sensor is a critical factor for estimating the required curve length. As a result, in this study
the height of the LiDAR sensor will replace the driver’s eye height. In general, the sensor
is added on top of the vehicle, which offers a higher (h1) value. As stated in the study by
Khoury et al. [37], Google self-driving project tested their AV technology on the Toyota
Prius and Lexus RX450h [46] which have heights of 1.47 m and 1.685 m. Waymo produces
its own AVs that have a height of 1.555 m and the height of the LiDAR is 0.284 m [47].
For google self-driving cars, the LiDAR sensor was supported in a 0.3 m support that
increases the (h1) value. In this case, the height of the sensor = 1.47 + 0.3 + 0.284 = 2.054 m.
For the Waymo vehicles, there is no sensor support used so the height of the sensor = 1.555
+ 0.284 = 1.84 m. Thus, the lower height is the critical one as it results in a higher curve
length. Thus, in this study, h1 of 1.84 will be used. Using this assumed value, the resulting
curve lengths, calculated using the equations, for both human-driven vehicles and AVs are
shown in Table 3. Table 4 summarizes the required K-value (rate of curvature) for different
design speeds. The K value is defined as the required curve length for 1% change in the
grade and in general, the length of the curve, is calculated using Equation (6).

L = K ∗ A (6)

where:

• L = crest curve length
• K = Rate of vertical curvature

Table 3. Formulas for calculating the crest curve length for human-driven vehicles and AVs.

Human-Driven
h1 = 1.08 m
h2 = 0.6 m

AVs
h1 = 1.84 m
h2 = 0.6 m

S < L L = AS2

658 L = AS2

908
S > L L = 2S − 658

A L = 2S − 908
A

Table 4. Design Controls for Crest Vertical Curves Based on Stopping Sight Distance for human-
driven and AVs.

Desing Speed
(km/h)

SSD (m) K (Calculated) (m) K (Design) (m)

Human-
Driven AVs Human-

Driven AVs Human-
Driven AVs

20 20 5 0.60 0.02 1 1
30 30 15 1.36 0.24 2 1
40 45 25 3.07 0.68 4 1
50 65 35 6.42 1.34 7 2
60 85 50 10.98 2.75 11 3
70 105 65 16.75 4.65 17 5
80 130 85 25.68 7.95 26 8
90 155 105 36.51 12.14 37 13
100 185 130 52.01 18.61 53 19
110 215 155 70.25 26.45 71 27
120 250 180 94.98 35.68 95 36
130 285 210 123.44 48.56 124 49
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Figure 7 shows the required crest curve length for different algebraic differences in
grade at different speeds for the two cases AVs and human-driven vehicles. The solid lines
represent the case of AVs and the dashed lines represent the case of human-driven vehicle.
In order to visualize the difference between the two cases, the logarithmic scale was used
in the Y-direction. It can be seen that the required safe curve length is much lower in the
case of AVs than human-driven vehicles.
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2.4.2. Length of the Sage Curve Length

According to the AASHTO’s standards, the length of the crest curve is calculated
using one of the two formulas shown in Equations (7) and (8).

L =
A ∗ S2

200(H + S ∗ tanβ)
sag, S < L (7)

L = 2S− 200(H + S ∗ tanβ)

A
sag, S > L (8)

where:

• L = Length of the vertical curve, m
• S = Sight distance, m
• H = Headlight height, m
• β = Divergence of the light beam from the longitudinal axis of the vehicle
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In general, the design of the sag curve focuses on the night vision which mainly
depends on the characteristics of the headlights in terms of the height of the headlight
and the inclined angle of the headlight beam. In the case of AVs, the LiDAR will be the
replacement of the headlight and will be the sensor that provides visibility for the vehicle
during night [48]. As discussed in the previous section the height of the LiDAR sensor will
be taken as 1.84 m replacing the traditional headlight height in traditional vehicles which
is 0.6 m. Similarly, the inclined angle of the headlight beam will replace the traditional
inclined angle of the headlight beam. The manufacturers of the LiDAR sensor state that the
field view of the sensor is 26.8 degrees [47]. However, it must be mentioned that this angle
is for one manufacturer and in the future multiple manufacturers will be working on the
production of LiDAR sensors. As a result, a conservative value should be used in this case
similar to the value used in the study by Khoury et al. [37] as they assumed that the inclined
angle of the headlight beam is 13.4 degrees and this value is the value used in this study.
Using this assumed value, the resulting curve lengths, calculated using the equations,
for both human-driven vehicles and AVs are shown in Table 5. Table 6 summarizes the
required K-value (rate of curvature) for different design speeds. It can be seen that there is
a significant difference between the required sag curve length for AVs and the required
sag curve length for human driving behavior. This difference comes from the reduction in
the SSD and the increase in the inclined angle of the headlight beam in the case of fully
AVs. Figure 8 shows the required sag curve length for different algebraic differences in
grade at different speeds for the two cases AVs and human-driven vehicles. The solid lines
represent the case of AVs and the dashed lines represent the case of human-driven vehicles.
In order to visualize the difference between the two cases, the logarithmic scale was used
in the Y-direction. It can be seen that the required safe curve length is much lower for the
case of AVs than human-driven vehicles.

Table 5. Formulas for calculating the sag curve length for human-driven vehicles and AVs.

Human-Driven
H = 0.6 m

β = 1

AVs
H = 0.84 m
β = 13.4

S < L L = A∗S2

120+3.5S L = A∗S2

368+48 S
S > L L = 2S − 120+3.5S

A L = 2S − 368+48 S
A

Table 6. Design Controls for Sag Vertical Curves Based on Stopping Sight Distance for human-driven
and AVs.

Desing Speed (km/h)
SSD (m) K (Calculated) (m) K (Design) (m)

HD AVs HD AVs HD AVs

20 20 5 2.10 0.04 3 1
30 30 15 4 0.20 4 1
40 45 25 7.29 0.39 8 1
50 65 35 12.15 0.59 13 1
60 85 50 17.30 0.90 18 1
70 105 65 22.61 1.21 23 2
80 130 85 29.39 1.62 30 2
90 155 105 36.26 2.03 37 3
100 185 130 44.59 2.55 45 3
110 215 155 52.97 3.07 53 4
120 250 180 62.81 3.59 63 4
130 285 210 72.68 4.22 73 5
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Figure 8. Design Control for Sag Vertical Curves for the case of human-driven vehicles and AVs.

Comparing the current design criteria and the updated criterion for AVs, results
show significant improvement in terms of both economic and environmental savings
because of the elimination of the human factor. For example, the decrease in the required
lengths of both the crest and sag curves will result in a significant reduction in the amount
of fill and cut required for the construction process. This reduction means a faster and
cheaper process given constant productivity rates. Additionally, in the case of borrowing
fill material, less material will be required and thus less construction cost.

2.5. Lane Width

It has been frequently mentioned in the literature that the standards regarding the
lane width can be reduced when all vehicles become automated and connected because
of the lane-keeping system [49]. Thus, additional lanes can be created and dedicated for
other purposes such as platooning lanes [50,51]. It is mentioned in multiple studies in the
literature that the high communication between AVs will make it possible to minimize the
lane width to reach 2.4 m (8 ft) as shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. Summary of the proposed lane width for AVs from across different studies.

Study Proposed Lane Width Ref.

Machiani, S. et al. (2021) The lane width can be 8 to 9 feet in the era of AVs [52]

Schlossberg, M. et al. (2018) Reduce the lane width to 8 feet instead of 12 feet
for human-driven vehicles [53]

Aryal, P. (2020)
The lane width can be reduced to 8 or 9 feet and in
freeways the lane width can be reduced to 9 feet

instead of 12 feet for human-driven vehicles.
[54]

Snyder, R. (2018) The lane width can be reduced by 20–25% of the
current lane width of the road [55]

Heinrichs, D. (2016) 8 to 9 feet lane width will be enough for AVs [56]

Hafiz and Zohdy (2021) The lane width can be reduced to 2.5 m instead
of 3.6 m for human-driven vehicles [57]

McCarville, I. (2019) The required lane width can be reduced to 8 feet [58]

2.6. Horizontal Curve Design

The main factors that influence the curve radius are the superelevation and the coeffi-
cient of side friction between the tire and the pavement as shown in Equation (9).

emax + fsmax =
V2

127 ∗ Rmin
(9)

where:

• e = superelevation rate
• fs = coefficient of side friction
• R = Curve radius (m)
• V = Design speed (km/h)

The coefficient of side friction depends on the design speed. Thus, the curve radius
does not depend on the characteristics of the drivers such as the reaction time, but depends
on the driving dynamics. As such, AVs will not change the required curve radius and
the minimum curve radius in the case of human-driven vehicles will be the same as the
required minimum curve radius in the case of AVs.

2.7. Spiral Curve Design

In general, Euler spiral, which is called “clothoid”, is used for the design of transition
curves. In this spiral, the radius changes from infinity at the end of the tangent segment to
the curve radius gradually at the beginning of the curve. In 1909, Shortt [59] developed
the formula used for estimating the spiral length for the gradual attainment of latera
acceleration on railroad track curves as shown in Equation (10). This formula is adopted
by most highway agencies for the estimation of the minimum spiral length, and it is the
formula used by the AASHTO for the estimation of the spiral length.

Ls =
0.021 ∗V3

RC
(10)

where:

• L = minimum length of spiral, m
• V = speed, km/h
• R = curve radius, m
• C = rate of increase of lateral acceleration, m/s3

In general, the rate of increase of lateral acceleration (C) is an empirical value repre-
senting the comfort and safety levels provided by the spiral curve. For railway, a value of
0.3 m/s3 is used for the C value; however, for highways, a C value between 0.3 to 0.9 m/s3

is used by most highway agencies. Thus, the main factors that influence the spiral curve
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design are the curve radius (does not depend on the drivers), design speed and the rate of
increase of lateral acceleration that focuses on the comfort levels.

Thus, the spiral curve design does not depend on the characteristics of the drivers
such as the reaction time but depends on the driving dynamics. As such, AVs will not
change the spiral curve design.

2.8. Maximum Length of Straight Segments on Horizontal Alignments

Generally, roads consist of straight sections and curves. Long straight sections in-
troduce risks as they can easily make drivers feel bored, tired or fall asleep. This issue
causes the drivers either to speed up and break the speed limits or fall asleep and lose
control of the vehicle, which can easily lead to the occurrence of traffic accidents [60]. As a
result, when a straight line is used, it must not be too long. Thus, previous studies show
that, at speeds higher than 60 km/h, the maximum straight-line length should not allow
the vehicle to travel more than 70 s on the design speed, which is equivalent to ‘20 × V’
(design speed) [61]. Thus, the human driver is the main factor for adding the limitation on
the maximum straight sections. In AVs, the human factor will not be a concerning factor
anymore. Thus, the limitation of the maximum straight section length can be relaxed, and
the maximum length of straight sections will not be restricted in the ear of AVs.

3. Parking

Research studies on the parking of AVs show that AVs can significantly reduce the
number of the required parking lots, especially in the context of shared AVs as vehicles
will be serving customers at different times, which reduces the number of required parking
spots [62–65]. Additionally, the autonomous valet parking system will allow vehicles to
park closer to each other and thus the parking lots will be able to serve more vehicles. This
provides new opportunities for both the users and the infrastructure provider as the user
will not have to search for a space to park and increase the number of vehicles using the
parking area doe parking owners. Theoretical speaking, AVs will be able to park without
the need for the door space, which could enable 20% more free spaces. Furthermore, AVs
can block each other and let each other out when necessary. A study by Audi shows that
a parking lot for AVs can take 2.5 times the conventional vehicles [66]. Figure 9 shows a
comparison between the parking layout and spaces for the same parking in the case of
conventional vehicles and AVs using the proposed blocking technique [67,68]. On the other
hand, this method faces two main problems. Firstly, this method requires remote control
of the vehicle by the parking operator which might expose the vehicle to cyber-security
threats also safeguards might be required if the vehicle does not respond. Secondly, this
method will need an electronic payment method as no occupant will be in the vehicle.

A major issue in the current parking lots is that most of them are privately owned and
do not have a consistent marking system so the AVs will struggle in such an environment.
As a result, it is essential to agree on international standards for AVs parking. To achieve
the highest level of advantages of AVs, parking might be designed for AVs only with the
required marking and sign with no pedestrians or human-driven vehicles. In the early
years, companies that own a fleet of AVs might benefit from the blocking parking strategy
and increase the land use value. Additionally, parking lots of AVs will require drop-off and
pick-up areas to allow people to call or drop off their cars. This area may be small at the
beginning and expanded with the increase in the use of the AVs.
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Finally, the current parking lots do not support AVs safe operations as most of the
current parks are underground parks where the GPS signals are lost or weak, which
causes confusion for AVs. One suggested solution is the use of Bluetooth and near field
communications to support the navigation of the vehicles in the parking lot [69]. Whereas
there is no clear plan in any country on when or how these parking lots will be retrofitted.

4. Pavement Performance and Life Cycle

AVs are more likely to operate with high accuracy in the middle of the lane using the
lane-keeping system [70,71]. Thus, AVs will have a significant influence on the pavement
condition and will accelerate the appearance of rutting, cracking, and other deteriora-
tions [72]. As a result, some areas beneath the wheels need to be strengthened using
higher stiffness and more deformation resistance materials, especially, in the case of using
dedicated AVs lanes [73]. In general, flexible pavement consists of a surface pavement
layer in direct contact with the running traffic followed by aggregate layers on top of the
soil (base, subbase, and subgrade). The asphalt pavement surface layer consists of hot mix
asphalt and the thickness of this layer is estimated based on the traffic loading, life cycle,
and the properties of the asphalt mix components [74].

One of the major distresses of the flexible pavement is rutting [75,76] and this became
a concerning issue for highway engineers because of the developments in truck loads
and the associated increase in the wheel load and tire pressures on the pavement, which
increase the severity of this issue [77]. Rutting can be defined as the permanent deformation
that appears on the pavement surface on the wheel path referring to accumulation in the
irrecoverable strains from repeated load cycles. Rutting can be hazardous as it might cause
sliding of vehicles and drivers might lose control of their vehicles. In general, there are two
types of rutting: subgrade rutting which is caused by the lateral movement of the lower
layers (base, subbase, and subgrade) and asphalt mix rutting which is caused by the vertical
movement of the lateral creep in the wearing course layer [78]. Multiple factors affect the
pavement performance and rutting resistance such as the properties of the material, climate
conditions, traffic intensity, and speed. In the future, when AVs are on the roads, capacity
of roads, traffic speed, and wheel wander will change and affect the pavement rutting
performance. The study by Chen, Balieu, and Kringos [79] provides a detailed analysis of
the impact of AVs on the performance of the asphalt pavement as follows:
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• Wheel wander: the lane-keeping system or the steering control of AVs will be much
more accurate than traditional cars (human-driven) so the lateral wander or deviation
of the wheels in the transverse direction will be reduced. The previous action will
deteriorate the pavement quickly and increase the rutting potential. Chen, Balieu,
and Kringos [79] used a typical pavement section in their study, which consists of
asphalt course, a base layer, and a subbase layer on top of the subgrade layer. Then,
a typical heavy vehicle which is equivalent to a 100-KN single axle load with a tire
pressure of 750 kPa was used. For the dual tire loading, the individual tires were
superimposed using the Hua and White method [80] as shown in Figure 10. To assess
the impact of AVs on the pavement rutting, a parametric study was performed by
specifying a wander distance of 0.26 m for normal vehicles and 0.20 m, 0.10 m, 0.05 m,
and 0 m for AVs were tested after 5 × 105 passes of the standard truck at a speed of
100 km/h, then the loading time was calculated and illustrated in Figure 11. It must be
mentioned that the summation of the total loading time should be the same in all cases
as the number of passes is fixed. The loading times calculated in the previous step
were used to calculate the rutting performance of the pavement using finite elements.
The maximum rut depth was calculated for different levels of wander distance and
results show that the maximum rut depth jumps from 0.43 mm for a wander distance
of 0.26 m (the case of human driving) to 1.19 mm for a wander distance of 0 (the case
of autonomous driving) which represent 175% increase in the rut depth. As a result,
it can be stated that the accuracy of AVs might have the potential to significantly
accelerate the pavement rutting when compared with traditional vehicles.
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• Capacity: AVs will be able to operate safely with smaller safe travelling distances
than human-driven vehicles, which can increase the capacity of the roads, and in turn,
will have a significant influence on the pavement performance and rutting resistance.
In general, road capacity can be defined as the maximum hourly flow rate that can pass
a certain point [81] and the lane capacity is defined as the multiplication of the number
of vehicles present in a unit length by the average speed as shown in Equation (11).

C = Vi ∗ d (11)

where:

# C = capacity
# Vi = average speed
# d = traffic density per km
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The lane capacity is determined by two main factors: the driver’s behavior and the
mechanical properties of the vehicle such as the acceleration and deceleration and it can be
expressed in a different format [82] as shown in Equation (12).

C =
V

V2

2a + Vt + l
(12)

where:

# l = vehicle length
# a = acceleration rate
# t = driver reaction time.

In the case of AVs, the reaction time will be significantly reduced and thus the capacity
of the road increases. In fact, it was estimated by multiple studies that AVs will significantly
increase the vehicle capacity as estimated by Tientrakool et al. study that shows that the
road capacity will increase by 3.2 times in the case of AVs than human-driven vehicles [83].
Additionally, the study by Shladover et al. shows that the use of cooperative adaptive
cruise control will increase the capacities of roads by 80% [84]. The increase in the capacity
will have a significant influence on the pavement rutting performance. The study by Chen,
Balieu, and Kringos [79] shows that keeping traffic speed unchanged and increasing the
capacity by 100% increases the rut depth by 40%.

• Speed: higher traffic speed means lower loading time and less impact on the pavement.
In the study by Chen, Balieu, and Kringos [79], it was speculated that AVs have the
potential to reduce traffic congestion as AVs will allow for the use of automatic vehicle
routing that can be controlled to optimize the network performance. Additionally,
AVs will operate with more safety levels than human-driven vehicles which reduces
the number of traffic accidents, as 25% congestion is caused by traffic accidents [85],
and improve the traffic performance, speed and reduce delays. Chen, Balieu, and
Kringos [79] studied the influence of different traffic speeds for the same lane without
considering the wheel wander. Figure 12 shows the maximum rut depth for different
traffic speeds after ‘2 × 105’ passes. Results show that pavement rutting depth
decreases with the increase in traffic speed. For example, the rut depth decreases by
50% when traffic speed increases from 10 km/h to 50 km/h.
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However, recent studies suggest that AVs might not reduce traffic congestion but
increase congestion because AVs will motivate people to make longer trips, travel further,
and make additional trips which in turn increase the VKT. Additionally, AVs might increase
the VKT because of the vehicle relocation strategy searching for cheap parking lots during
the low demand periods [11,17].

It can be concluded that AVs will introduce new issues for the current pavement
design procedures as AVs will be able to increase the lane capacity and decrease the wheel
wander. Thus, AVs have the potential to increase the pavement rutting and deteriorate the
current pavement performance. On the other hand, there is a debate on the impact of AVs
on the congestion level. Thus, the impact of AVs on travel speed remains unknown and
will depend on the changes in public behavior in the future.

One of the proposed solutions to mitigate the impact of AVs on the pavement perfor-
mance is to program the vehicles to navigate more evenly across the whole width of the
lane. For example, the study by Chen, et al. (2019) [86] estimated the impact of AVs on
the performance of pavement using finite elements. This study focuses on testing three
different later control modes on managing AVs lateral distribution: zero-wander mode,
uniform lateral distribution mode, and double-peak gaussian distribution mode. Results
show that AVs can be beneficial and will increase the fatigue life of pavement if the vehicles
are controlled properly in the lateral direction. Results show that the unform and double
peak gaussian distribution cause up to 35% reduction in the fatigue damage and increase
the pavement life cycle by up to 2.4 years. On the other hand, the zero-wander mode shows
1.56 years reduction in the life cycle of the pavement. Thus, the proper control of the vehicle
can increase the life cycle of the pavement. Similarly, the study by Song, et al. (2021) [87]
evaluated the impact of autonomous trucks on the fatigue damage of pavement using finite
elements. This study focuses on estimating the impact of autonomous truck platoons on
the pavement under different later offset between the leading and the following trucks
in the platoon. Results show that increasing the lateral offset reduces the fatigue damage
and increases the pavement life cycle. The study by Georgouli et al. (2021) [88] studied the
impact of AVs on the pavement by reviewing the literature. Results of this study show that
if AVs followed the zero-wander model, they would increase the pavement damage and
reduce the pavement life cycle as shown if Figure 13. On the other hand, the distribution
of the wheel wanger in an optimal way, that depends on the pavement thickness and
pavement properties, can increase the pavement life cycle. Another study by Chen, et al.
(2021) [89] for evaluating the impact of AVs on the pavement life and performance shows
similar results. Results show that AVs with lateral distribution can be beneficial for asphalt
pavement. For example, results show that AVs with lateral offset can reduce the fatigue
damage by 28%. The two studies by Zhou et al. (2019) [90] and Zhou et al. (2019) [91] focus
on studying the impact of different wheel wanders on the pavement performance using the
Texas Mechanistic-Empirical Flexible Pavement Design System (TxME). Results show that
if AVs are traveling with narrower wheel wander (compared with conventional vehicles),
the rutting depth will increase by 30% and the pavement life cycle will decrease by 22%.
On the other hand, the use of wider wheel wander with uniformly distributed traffic loads
can be beneficial and reduce the rutting depth by 24% and increase the pavement life cycle
by 16%.

However, following this programming approach means that the lane width cannot
be reduced [92] so it is a cost to benefit analysis. Further research is required to analyze
and compare the benefit to cost ratios of the two cases: the case of narrow lanes with high
rut depth, and the case of traditional lanes with AVs that navigate evenly across the whole
width of the lane that results in better pavement condition.
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Figure 13. Change in pavement conditions over years for human-driven vehicles and AVs with
zero wander.

Additionally, In the future, the objectives and functionality of roads will change from
just serving mobility to enable new functionalities such as vehicle charging, and navigation.
For example, magnets have been embedded on the road in order to improve the navigation
and positioning of the AVs [93]. Additionally, on-road charging or energy harvesting
pavements have been suggested and studied in multiple studies in the literature [94–98].
Thus, the integration of these new technologies might have the potential to offer more
advanced road structures and materials which are not feasible nowadays because of
the cost to benefit relationship. Consequently, this integration might be promising and
advantageous for the pavement construction. However, this integration will be challenging
and requires further research given that all roads constructed and maintained today are
built with ordinary roads.

5. Impact of Truck Platooning on Bridges

Over the last few years, platooning gained large attention from researchers and from
the industry. Vehicle automation is the main technology that can be used for facilitating
the formulation of platoons. Vehicle platooning provides a large number of benefits such
as the reduction in the emissions and the reduction in the fuel consumption.

On the other hand, it is expected that platoons will violate the current procedures
and guidelines for the structural design of bridges [99]. The main focus here is on truck
platoons, not passenger vehicle platoons, as trucks are the critical or heavy vehicles used in
the design of bridges. For example, the study by Yarnold and Weidner [100] investigated
the impact of platooning on the current design procedure with more focus on the impact
of the following parameters: bridge span, span length, bridge configuration, and the
number of trucks in the platoon. Results show that the AASHTO standard specifications
for Highway and Bridge are not safe to handle truck platoons in most of the case. The
study by Tohme and Yarnold [101] focuses on investigating the impact of the number of
trucks in the platoon and the distance on three exiting design methods: the Allowable
Stress Design (ASD) method, the Load Factor Design (LFD) method, and the Load and
Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) method. Results show that the existing design methods
are not appropriate to deal with truck platoons. In other words, these design guidelines are
not safe if truck platoons will use the bridges. Additionally, results show that the number
of trucks per platoon and the spacing between trucks in the platoon are major factors
that affect the internal forces in the structure of the bridge. Thus, these old structures
and the current design guidelines might become a restriction for the formulation of the
platoon so further research is required to develop new standards that are able to deal with
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platoons. The study by Kamranian (2019) evaluated the ability of the Hay River Bridge
on handling truck platoons. This study investigated the impact of different truck platoon
sizes: two trucks, three trucks and four trucks. Results show that the bridge has adequate
capacity for a platoon of two trucks. However, larger platoon sizes are unsafe and will
cause failures [102].

Two of the most comprehensive studies that analyzed the impact of different pla-
toon characteristics on bridges are the studies by Birgisson, et al. (2020) [103] and Pillay
(2020) [104] in the Texas A&M Transportation Institute (2020). This study analyzed the
performance of all bridges in the state of Texas under platooning using the National Bridge
Inventory (NBI) database. This study focuses on analyzing the existing conditions and
how bridges that are designed using different design methods (Allowable Stress Design
(ASD) method, the Load Factor Design (LFD) method, and the Load and Resistance Factor
Design (LRFD)), and construction material (concrete or steel) will perform under platoon-
ing. Additionally, the impact of the number of trucks in the platoon, truck type, and truck
spacing on different bridges is conducted. Finally, the study offers a prioritization scheme
for prioritizing bridges according to their conditions based on the bridge capacity and
truck loads. Results show that the spacing between the truck is the most important factor
that affects the performance of the bridge. For example, the results show 33% increase in
the number of bridges in the high priority zone when the truck spacing is increased from
30 ft to 40 ft as shown in Figure 14 that shows the number of bridges with high priority for
different truck types for the case of 30 ft truck spacing and 40 ft truck spacing.
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Figure 14. Number of high priority bridges for different truck types and truck spacing (adopted from [103]).

Similarly, the study by Thulaseedharan et al. (2020) [105] investigated the impact of
truck platooning on 3000 bridges with different characteristics and prioritized these bridges
using the same methodology mentioned in the previous two studies. This study shows
that the number of trucks in the platoon has a minor impact on the number of bridges with
high priority. For example, results show 7% increase in the number of bridges within the
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high priority zone when the platoon size increases from two trucks to three trucks. On the
other hand, results show that the spacing between the trucks is the major factor that affects
the performance of the bridges. For example, this study shows 68% increase in the number
of bridges in the high priority zone when the truck spacing is reduced from 9 m to 12 m
as shown in Figure 15. Thus, controlling the impact of the platoons on the bridges can be
done by controlling the spacing between the trucks within the platoon.
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Figure 15. Number of high priority bridges for truck type 3S2 at different truck spacing for a single truck and for a platoon
of two trucks (adopted from [105]).

As mentioned in all previous studies, the spacing between the trucks in the platoon is
the major factor that significantly affects the safety of bridges. Thus, restricting the spacing
between trucks in the platoons might be the solution for controlling or limiting the impact
of truck platoons on the existing bridges. For newly constructed bridges, they must take
into account truck platoon and new standards for the design of bridges must be developed
in order to prepare for the future.

6. Emergency Refugee Areas

In the future, when AVs will operate on the roads, passengers will be able to partici-
pate in other activities. However, this introduces new issues and risks in case of vehicle
malfunctioning or deterioration in the surrounding environment. This case might need
some human interaction and ask the passengers to take control of the vehicle, but it is
possible that the driver is not ready to take control of the vehicle so AVs will need a safe
area to use until the driver takes control. In general, the hard shoulder area is used along
the road but most of these areas are converted into travelling lanes. On the other hand,
sometimes emergency refuge areas (ERA) which are located at specified intervals, such
as 2.5 km in the UK, and have specific length, such as 100 m long. However, there are
many concerns about these areas as many accidents took place within proximity of these
areas, making these places unsafe for AVs [68]. As a result, the use of emergency areas is
important for AVs to offer the vehicles a safe area in case the AV cannot operate safely in the
current surrounding environment or in case of any malfunctioning [106]. The locations of
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these areas must be mapped and documented so that AVs can plan to stop if the occupant
does not take control. These emergency areas should be located at specified intervals in
areas where the environment is not severe in order to help the vehicle to stop safely in case
of malfunctioning. For example, Arizona is one of the cities that take the lead in AVs testing
because of the favorable conditions such as good weather and flat land [107]. Consequently,
the need for emergency areas will be reduced in the case of AVs malfunctioning. On the
other hand, in case of extreme environmental conditions, the need for the emergency areas
might become very expensive as the surrounding conditions increase the need for the
emergency areas. In this scenario, AVs will need these areas to stop in case the vehicle
cannot operate in the surrounding environment or in case of vehicle malfunctioning. Two
main solutions might help in providing the emergency areas:

• Converting the on-street parking spaces into emergency areas as it is mentioned in a
large number of studies that AVs will significantly reduce the parking demand up to
90%. Additionally, AVs will be able to search for the nearest parking lots; thus, AVs
will not rely on the on-street parking, which will free up spaces on the roads [26–28,91].
Thus, the on-street parking spaces can be converted into AVs emergency areas.

• The reduction in the distance between vehicles can make the roads narrower and thus
the remaining spaces can be used as AVs emergency areas.

The standards for these emergency areas require further research in order to specify
the required area dimensions (length and width). Additionally, the standard regarding the
safe intervals for constructing these areas requires further research.

7. Traffic Management

AVs are expected to depend on accurate road mapping to complete their journey
safely [108]. However, traffic incidents are stochastic events that change the road layout
and AVs must be able to navigate safely in all cases. Additionally, roadway maintenance
work is expected, which results in changing the road layout and the locations where the
vehicles are expected to travel. As a result, depending on accurate mapping might not
be enough as lane closures, and traffic incidences might add new risks [109]. Currently,
there are multiple websites that provide accurate information regarding traffic incidents,
such as waze.com in the UK. However, this information only contains details reading the
incidence cause and time without accurate information on the incidents’ on-site conditions,
which makes it hard for AVs to navigate safely [62]. Thus, these changes in the surrounding
environment might require additional safety measures such as:

• The use of geo-location cones, barriers on the site, or setting a virtual geofence that
can be detected by AVs.

• The use of V2I technology that facilitates the digital roadside communication that
provides AVs with real-time data and information regarding the status of the road
ahead [73].

8. Traffic Signs and Marking

AVs need highly visible curves, speed limits, and other signage in order to safely
complete the tasks of driving, navigation, and parking [73,110,111]. However, the current
marking and signing technique does not support AVs navigation. For example, in North
America, the faded road markings represent a major issue for the safe navigation of
AVs [112]. Additionally, in Europe, the nonstandard road signs represent a major issue
that causes confusion for AVs and it is also cited as a major issue that faces the current
road users or, in other words, drivers [113]. Recently, the use of hydro-plastic led to a
phenomenon called ghost marking which is a source of confusion for AVs [92]. In fact, both
Tesla and Volvo complained about the poor quality of the existing marking and stated that
these markings confuse their cars [62,114].

Additionally, the variation in the road signage is the second challenge facing AVs, so
coding is the main principle for sending information in a recognizable and standardized
way. Standard color, shape, font, line spacing, and luminance contrast are major factors
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that should be considered even for human drivers [115]. However, the historical standards
for coding have changed but outdated signs remain on the road network. Thus, this variety
in the signage standards introduces new challenges for AVs navigation. In general, there
are many factors that impact the process of detection and recognition of the signs for AVs
such as [62,68]:

• Inconsistent signs: the lack of consistency in the application of signs, and sign location
can be problematic and causes uncertainty on how the vehicle will react in these
conditions.

• Obscured signage: in many scenarios, signs might be Obscured partially or fully
because of many factors such as other vehicles, vegetation, and the existing roadside
infrastructure. This issue requires research in order to ensure the adequate detection
of the signs in all conditions.

• Varying illumination: many factors might affect the visibility of AVs such as the
weather conditions, the low lighting conditions, and low sun angle. Additionally, the
degraded retroreflective material will affect the visibility of AVs during the night.

• Lack of signage.

The development and the new V2I communication technologies might become the
key solution for the marking and signage issues. One of the main examples of the potential
V2I benefit is the new smart signs and marking provided by 3M, which is a leading firm in
the US with products related to traffic signage printing and production and marking [115].
These signs and marking provide AVs with the required digital information in order to
improve the navigation and safety of the vehicle. The marking used is a new magnet
pavement lane marking that is durable, removable, and easy for AVs to detect even
in extreme weather conditions. Additionally, the signs, which are compatible with the
traditional signs, are retroreflective signs that enhance readability, which could enable
accurate navigation and faster decision-making for both drivers and automated vehicle
systems. On the other hand, one of the main advantages of using AVs is that AVs sensors
might be used for reporting any signs or marking defects to the responsible authorities [73].

9. Conclusions and Recommendations for Further Research

Over the last few years, AVs gained significant attention from both research and
industry because of the rapid innovations in the artificial intelligence technology in addition
to the new sensor technology capability. AVs have gained significant attention from
researchers in terms of AVs implications, benefits, technological requirements, and public
acceptance. However, research on the physical infrastructure requirements for autonomous
vehicles is still in the infancy stage. Thus, this paper investigates the impact of AVs on
the physical infrastructure with the objective of revealing the infrastructure changes and
challenges in the era of AVs.

9.1. Geometric Design

The behavior of the drivers is the main factor that influences the SSD and DSD. In
AVs, the vehicle will be able to react faster than a human driver and thus AVs will have
substantially lower SSD and DSD. The SSD is the main factor that influences the lateral
clearance on horizontal curves. Thus, AVs can substantially reduce the required lateral
clearance. Furthermore, the drivers’ characteristics such as the eye height and reaction
time are the main factors that affect the required vertical curve length. Thus, AVs can
significantly reduce the required curve length. Finally, AVs have the potential to reduce the
required lane width to a width of 2.4 m (8 ft). On the other hand, some of the geometric
elements will not change in the era of AVs. For example, the required curve radius and
spiral curve length will be similar for both human-driven vehicles and AVs as these
elements do not depend on the characteristics of the human drivers but depend on the
driving dynamics. Thus, overall speaking, the results show that AVs could substantially
lower the requirements of geometric design. Comparing the current design criteria and the
updated criterion for AVs, results show significant improvement in terms of both economic
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and environmental savings because of the elimination of the human factor. For example, the
decrease in the required lengths of both the crest and sag curves will result in a significant
reduction in the amount of fill and cut required for the construction process. This reduction
means a faster and cheaper process given constant productivity rates. Additionally, in the
case of borrowing fill material, less material will be required and thus less construction cost.
Thus, with a fleet of fully autonomous vehicles, the suggested changes result in cheaper
road designs with a reduced environmental footprint. On the other hand, further research
is required to investigate the potential changes in the physical infrastructure when a mixed
traffic of AVs and human-driven vehicles are sharing the roads with different levels of
AVs market penetration. AVs offer shorter reaction times and distances; however, the
impact of AVs on the transition period is unknown. As a result, further studies are required
to estimate the desired geometric configurations, such as the length of the acceleration
and deceleration lanes and the desired weaving section length in the transition period.
No doubt that the human factor will dominate in this transition period; however, the
requirements might be increased or become more conservative as human drivers will not
be familiar with interacting with AVs. Thus, the use of more conservative values might be
desired for safety and comfort reasons.

9.2. Pavement Design

In the future when AVs are on the roads, the capacity of roads, traffic speed, and
wheel wander will change and affect the pavement performance. The decrease in the
wheel wander and the increase in the lane capacity will bring an accelerated rutting and
fatigue potential and will quickly deteriorate the pavement condition. Additionally, the
increase in the vehicle kilometers traveled will be a third factor that negatively influences
the pavement condition. One of the proposed solutions to mitigate the impact of AVs on the
pavement rutting performance is to program the vehicles to navigate more evenly across
the whole width of the lane. In fact, programming the vehicles to operate with lateral offset
shows that AVs with the proper lateral offset will decrease the pavement rutting, fatigue
damage and increase the pavement life cycle. Thus, the optimum lateral distribution will be
beneficial to the pavement. However, following this programming approach means that the
lane width cannot be reduced so it is a cost-to-benefit analysis. Further research is required
to analyze and compare the benefits to cost ratios of the two cases: the case of narrow lanes
with high rut depth, and the case of traditional lanes with AVs that navigate evenly across
the whole width of the lane that results in better pavement condition. Additionally, In the
future, the objectives and functionalities of roads will change from just serving mobility to
enable new functionalities such as vehicle charging, and navigation. For example, magnets
have been embedded on the road in order to improve the navigation and positioning
of the AVs. Additionally, on-road charging or energy harvesting pavements have been
suggested and studied in multiple studies in the literature. Thus, the integration of these
new technologies might have the potential to offer more advanced road structures and
materials which are not feasible nowadays because of the cost-to-benefit relationship.
Consequently, this integration might be promising and advantageous for the pavement
construction. However, this integration will be challenging and requires further research
given that all roads constructed and maintained today are built with ordinary roads.

9.3. Structural Design of Bridges

The existing bridge design methods are not safe if truck platoons will use the bridges.
Thus, these old structures with current design guidelines might become a restriction to the
formulation of the platoon so further research is required to develop new standards that
are able to deal with platoons. One solution for mitigating the impact of the platoons on
bridges is by controlling or limiting the spacing between the trucks within the platoon as
previous studies show that the spacing between the trucks is the major factor that affects
bridges. Increasing the spacing between the trucks in the platoon reduces the loads and
internal force in the bridges and thus reduces the number of bridges in high risk because
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of the platooning. Additionally, further research is required in order to find a solution for
the existing bridges in high risk and allow these bridges to handle platoons. For newly
constructed bridges, new standards for the design of bridges must be developed in order
to prepare for the future and allow these new bridges to handle platoons.

9.4. Parking Design

The autonomous valet parking system and the blocking strategy will allow vehicles to
park closer to each other and thus the parking lots will be able to serve much more vehicles.
However, the implementation of this desired parking strategy faces multiple issues that
need further research studies and thoughts such as:

• The current parking lots do not have a consistent marking system, which will confuse AVs.
• It requires remote control of the vehicle by the parking operator which might expose

the vehicle to cybersecurity threats.
• This method will need an electronic payment method as no occupant in the vehicle.

9.5. Emergency Refugee Areas

The need for additional infrastructure to support AVs requires further studies and
more focus from researchers. For example, the need for emergency areas is essential to
help the vehicle in the case of vehicle malfunctioning or deterioration in the surrounding
environment. Two main solutions are proposed in this study as follows:

• The reduction in the required distance between the vehicles can make the lanes
narrower and thus the remaining space can be used as a safe harbor.

• As AVs will significantly reduce the demand for on-street parking. Thus, the on-street
parking can be converted into safe harbor areas.

The standards for safe harbor areas require further research in order to specify the
required harbor area dimensions (length and width) depending on the number of AVs that
might need to use this emergency area. Additionally, the standard regarding the required
safe intervals for the safe area requires further research.
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